Cultivated and weedy rice interactions and the domestication process.
Examining the targets of selection in crop species and their wild and weedy relatives sheds light on the evolutionary processes underlying differentiation of cultivars from progenitor lineages. On one hand, human-mediated directional selection in crops favours traits associated with the streamlining of controllable and predictable monoculture practices alongside selection for desired trait values. On the other hand, natural selection in wild and especially weedy relatives presumably favours trait values that increase the probability of escaping eradication. Gene flow between crops and wild species may also counter human-mediated selection, promoting the evolution and persistence of weedy forms. In this issue, two studies from a group of collaborators examine diversity and divergence patterns of genes underlying two traits associated with red rice (Oryza sp.), the conspecific relative of cultivated rice (Oryza sativa) that is a non-native weed (see Fig. 1). In the first study by Gross et al. (2010), genetic variation in the major gene underlying the hallmark red pigmentation characterizing most weedy rice (Rc) is found to have a pattern consistent with non-reversion from U.S. cultivated rice (i.e. the cultivar did not 'go feral'). This suggests that U.S. weedy rice is not an escaped lineage derived from U.S. cultivated rice populations; weedy rice likely differentiated prior to the selective sweep occurred in this gene within cultivated rice populations. Using the major seed shattering locus sh4 gene and the neighbouring genomic region, Thurber et al. (2010) track the molecular evolutionary history of the high shattering phenotype, a trait contributing dramatically to the success of crop selection in cultivated rice as well as the persistence and expansion of weedy red rice. In this study, the shared fixation of a sh4 mutation in both cultivated rice and weedy rice indicates that weedy rice arose subsequent to the strong selective sweep leading to significant reduction in seed shattering in cultivated rice.